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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Introduction
Your regional board team have worked well together over the past 
year and given a lot of thought to the many matters we have been 
asked to consider, provide feedback on behalf of the region and 
decide. These have included the approval of a delegated authority 
policy, the national strategic review, training matters, introduction 
of marine communications, Coastguard public membership, and 
proposed national policies. 

Oversight of the finances of the region and the financial support 
available to units from funding obtained by Coastguard New 
Zealand on our behalf is an important role for the board. How 
to best support our units to have the resources they need to 
deliver the needed service to their communities and keep safe is a 
challenge that whilst not resolved, is a high priority.

Thanks to retiring appointed board member Graeme Riach, who 
has taken on much more that he initially bargained for having 
been Regional Chairman, national Vice President and our regional 
appointee to the national board. I am also stepping down as I have 
served the maximum of three terms (6 years). Thanks also to Nicola 
Hockley, Greg Skene, Ross McKenzie, Craig Burrowes, and Heather 
McDonald for their time and contribution.  

Our staff team of Cheryl Moffat, Mark Whitehouse and Claire 
Jones have done an excellent job of supporting our units. Their 
enthusiasm and dedication are appreciated.

Volunteer Awards

On behalf of the Board I also recognise the achievements of our 
volunteers in the Coastgurd Southern Region Volunteer Awards 
in August 2013. Mark Bolland of Coastguard West Coast was our 
Volunteer of the Year 2013, and went on to win the national title; 
Laurie Officer of Coastguard Southland Air Patrol was Air Patrol 
Volunteer 2013; Tony Smith of Coastguard Clyde was Operational 
Volunteer 2013, Coastguard South Canterbury won Rescue of the 
Year and they all also won the national title—fantastic results and 
well-deserved. Michael Davies was our regional Rescue Volunteer of 
the Year winner.

Kiwibank Local Hero awards were also presented to the above 
Coastguard award winners along with Tony Lister, Coastguard 
South Canterbury and Nicola Hockley, Coastguard Canterbury. 
Coastguard Bluff won a Trustpower Community Award in the Health 
and Wellbeing section.

Chris Astall, Nicola Hockley and Rachel McKenzie received a NZ 
Search and Rescue Council Certificate of Achievement, Support 
Activity in May at Parliament for their efforts in developing training 
material for Coastguard and the SAR sector.

2014 Long Service Awards being presented this year 
acknowledge a total of 323 years of service.  We especially 
acknowledge those who have been serving their communities 
with Coastguard for many years

•  15 years service

 Ranui Bull Coastguard Riverton
 Michael Davies Coastguard Canterbury 
 Neroli Gold Coastguard Kaikoura 
 John MacPhail Coastguard Kaikoura 
 Jennifer Smith Coastguard’s Sumner Lifeboat

•  20 years service

 Neville Winter Coastguard Lake Brunner
 Jonathan Welsh Coastguard’s Sumner Lifeboat

Assets

The magnificent capital fundraising campaign for the new 
Coastguard Bluff rescue vessel, which raised $1.2million in twelve 
months, is a testament to the fundraising process spearheaded 
by Dominique Leeming. The local fundraising team of business 
leaders headed by Jon Turnbull and Coastguard Bluff President 
Andy Johnson are to be congratulated. The key support of the 
Southland Times was also instrumental, with the campaign 
winning a national Fundraising Institute of New Zealand award.

Coastguard Queenstown are struggling to raise the funding 
needed for their headquarters. Laura Harry has done an excellent 
job of raising 76% of the budget, with only $136,000 to go, the 
project is still not assured.
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Some progress had been made on the joint building project 
between Coastguard Canterbury and the Naval Point Club 
with the Earthquake Appeal Trust confirming funding, concept 
drawings being completed. The formation of the joint trust 
that will own the building on behalf of the two organisations is 
underway.

Coastguard Wanaka Lakes dedicated their new rescue vessel 
in October with a well organised event. Coastguard Mackenzie 
Lakes completed their joint building project in Twizel with the 
Mackenzie Lakes Search & Rescue Group and held a dedication 
ceremony for the building and their rescue vessel in April.

National Matters

Coastguard President, Dean Lawrence, met with the regional 
board in November and had a productive discussion on the future 
direction of Coastguard. Cheryl Moffat undertook a review of 
the Coastguard Volunteer Awards on behalf of Coastguard New 
Zealand and worked with all regions to put in place the revised 
award system—Coastguard Awards of Excellence. Nicola Hockley 
and Cheryl Moffat participated in the national risk assessment 
process over four workshops.  

Financial

With the reduction in gaming machines in Canterbury due to 
the earthquakes we are now seeing a reduction in our available 
funding. Our Lion Foundation funding has dropped 25% and 

the Community Trust 40% from previous years support.  The 
capital grant from Southern Trust was brought forward from the 
previous financial year for the design costs for the 13m Barnett 
Offshore Design Coastguard Rescue Vessel which was finalised 
in September. Unit repairs and maintenance support increased by 
30% due to extra funding obtained via Coastguard New Zealand to 
support the Coastguard West Coast vessel.

The challenges of funding unit operations to a consistent level 
in our smaller and poorer communities remains and must be 
addressed by the organisation as a whole.

Conclusion

Coastguard Southern Region is reaping the benefits of its 
leadership development programme. The identification and growth 
of our future leaders is paying off as our younger members take up 
responsibility for governance and management at a unit, regional 
and national level.  

I acknowledge the support that friends and families have given our 
volunteers so they can do what they do. All our volunteers have 
given of their time and considerable talents to successfully rescue 
489 people. I thank them and acknowledge the dedication and the 
skill they put into managing the risks and challenges of volunteering 
with Coastguard.

Doug Griffin
Chairman
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Once the call came through at night on 10 May 2014 about a 
vessel in distress with an injured crewman, our guys identified the 
main risk as being the weather. It was deteriorating rapidly and 
the further south our vessel was to go, the worse the weather 
became.

On this passage Dave Gunter was nominated as Skipper as he 
was about to undergo his COC assessment. Doug Griffin was 
Skipper designate but had already informed the crew that he 
would only step in if there was any breach of safety.

Dave confirmed the location of the vessel in distress and plotted 
the appropriate course. Once underway he informed Maritime 
Radio their ETA to the vessel. The position of the vessel in distress 
was relayed to us by Maritime Radio and we were able to plot a 
course to that location. Maritime Radio became our contact and 
we used them to contact St John ashore in Westport so that they 
would be at the port to uplift the patient. On each course change, 
Maritime Radio was informed of our position and it was on our 
course change south of Westport at approximately 2300 that 
the vessel in distress heard our transmission and they contacted 
Maritime Radio to raise the alarm with regards to their injured 
crewman.

At this stage all we were aware a crew member had crushed 
a finger in the trawl drum—the different options for treatment 
were discussed, and while in transit to the vessel all our first aid 
equipment was assembled and checked.

We used Maritime Radio throughout the mission, and it was not 
until we were close to the vessel in distress that we used ship—
to—ship communications; this was to gain information as to the 
condition of the injured crewman, how we would do the transfer 
and we also confirmed what gear the fishing vessel had deployed 
to confirm the best safe option for the transfer.

Once the injured crewman was aboard it was confirmed that he 
had crushed his finger, it was semi-amputated.

He was losing a considerable amount of blood so it was decided 
not to remove the existing rag but to apply more dressings. 
The injured person was showing mild signs of shock so the 
appropriate first aid was carried out. To control the loss of blood 
we elevated the injured hand; we also kept the patient warm, and 
kept him going with lots of conversation.

We had to slow down considerably as the rough sea conditions 
were causing the boat to jar; this was not helping the injured 
crewman.

Initially he did not want to go into Westport, which was 
approximately just under two hours away so we elected to go to 
Greymouth. However as we were having issues with the loss of 
blood and, the with weather continuing to deteriorate, Dave made 
the decision to run for Westport instead. Maritime Radio were 
informed of our elected course of action.

Doug has been into the Port of Westport on several occasions 
by day and night so Dave asked for the appropriate advice with 
regards to the entry to the port and the location of the best berth to 
discharge the injured crewman.

He briefed the crew with regards to port entry, and a plan was 
formed as to how we would get the patient to the waiting 
ambulance. The injured crewman was included in these briefings 
so he was well aware of what was happening.

Once within cell coverage of Westport, the Police were also 
informed of the incident.

Once the patient was landed ashore a ‘hot debrief’ was carried out 
—the pick up, treatment and delivery of the patient was discussed, 
over a welcome hot brew!

A ‘cold debrief’ was conducted the following training night. No 
major issues were identified, but it provided a great learning 
opportunity for those participating and the other volunteers by 
discussing what we had done.

‘‘‘‘Once the call came through at night on 10 May 2014 about a ‘‘Once the call came through at night on 10 May 2014 about a 
vessel in distress with an injured crewman, our guys identified the ‘‘vessel in distress with an injured crewman, our guys identified the 
main risk as being the weather. It was deteriorating rapidly and ‘‘main risk as being the weather. It was deteriorating rapidly and 
the further south our vessel was to go, the worse the weather ‘‘the further south our vessel was to go, the worse the weather 

RESCUE STORY
UNIT NOMINATION FOR COASTGUARD RESCUE OF THE YEAR 2014
David Gunter, Doug Griffin, Michael Sara, Neil Woodgate, Luke Thomas, Daniel Cassidy
Coastguard West Coast
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Tony Hymers was the injured crewman from the fishing vessel and his 
account of the rescue follows.

I cannot praise the guys on the rescue boat enough for the way 
they handled the situation that cold night in March, and for the way 
they looked after me which was just fantastic.

I severed the end of my finger in a trawl winch while hauling the net, 
and was looking at a 14-hour trip to Greymouth hospital on the 
trawler.

About 30 minutes into the trip to Greymouth I heard the 
Coastguard guys talking to a shore station on VHF and giving their 
position which coincidentally was only 10—15 miles from us. It was 
a lucky coincidence that they were returning home after having their 
engines serviced in Nelson.

Contact was made with the Coastguard guys and a rendezvous 
set up to transfer me to the ‘Ivan Talley Rescue’. Initially they were 
going to take me to Greymouth but about 15 minutes into it our 
destination was changed to Westport as I was losing a lot of blood.

Upon our arrival in Westport they helped me ashore at dead low 
tide only to find that we were locked in a secure part of the wharf 
containing the Harbourmaster’s office with the ambulance waiting 
on the other side of a chain mesh fence topped with barbed wire!  
Hasty phone calls were made to try and reach the Harbourmaster 
at home with no luck.

‘‘‘‘Tony Hymers was the injured crewman from the fishing vessel and his ‘‘Tony Hymers was the injured crewman from the fishing vessel and his 
account of the rescue follows.‘‘account of the rescue follows.

I cannot praise the guys on the rescue boat enough for the way ‘‘I cannot praise the guys on the rescue boat enough for the way 

It was now around 1.30am and very cold!

A call was made to the local police by one of the Coastguard guys 
requesting their attendance with a pair of bolt cutters to open the 
gate, but before they turned up we were able to find another exit 
and I made my way into the lovely, warm waiting ambulance.

I cannot speak highly enough of the Coastguard volunteers 
that evening who looked after my medical needs and kept me 
entertained with humorous banter on the way back into port.

Please pass on my deepest thank you to the great team of guys for an 
awesome job done.
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REGIONAL MANAGER’S REPORT

In the 2014 year we remained focused on strengthening the 
capacity of our units to support their volunteers, serve their 
communities and manage their resources effectively. This was 
achieved through the delivery of training, acknowledgement and 
support of volunteer’s time donations and a variety of supporting 
activities for unit management teams.

Mark, Claire and I remain committed to the achievement of the 
board’s strategic plan. I want to thank them for their time and 
talents.  

The regional board provides a guiding influence over the regions 
operations and their engagement in deliberation and decision 
making is earnestly perused along with good humour and 
comradery. I want to acknowledge Doug Griffin’s leadership as 
Chairman and thank him for the past six years of service as he 
steps down from the board this year. Graeme Riach has also 
reached the end of his terms as an appointed board member and I 
thank him for is generous gift of time and talent. Graeme has had a 
positive influence on Coastguard taking on far more that he initially 
envisaged through roles as Regional Chairman, CSR Appointee to 
the national board and Vice Chairman of that board.  

Craig Burrowes, Greg Skene, Heather McDonald, Nicola Hockley and 
Ross McKenzie actively engage with my many emails and are the 
force behind the achievements of the region.

Unit Support

This year we introduced the ‘Crew’ newsletter which was emailed 
and posted to all volunteers in the region. The two issues were well 
received and we will continue this along with the weekly ‘Update’ 
email to unit board members. Keeping volunteers informed is 
an essential part of the region’s role. The opportunity to provide 
feedback to staff comes via the Operations Committee and Focus 
Group meetings. These continue to be well attended.

Coastguard Southern Region receives funding via Coastguard New 
Zealand to support the operational and training needs of our units. 
We are grateful to the Lottery Grants Board and the government for 
the funding via our Service Level Agreement. The region purchases 
training directly and passes onto the units funding for on-water 
training, repairs & maintenance of essential assets (NZSAR), 
as well as administration grants (LGB). The distribution of this 
funding is made on a ‘needs’ basis by the regional board on the 
recommendation of the Treasurers Focus Group.
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REGIONAL EXPENDITURE AND FUNDING PER UNIT

The transition from the Safe Ship Management (SSM) to the 
Maritime Operators Safety System (MOSS) for our units is 
underway. Our SSM manual which Mark developed in 2010 with 
advice from Maritime NZ is easily transitioning to MOSS.  

Coastguard Waimakariri-Ashley initiated an emergency drill records 
white board for the training rooms which easily allows crew to track 
their progress on completing the six monthly drills. The region has 
provided all units with a similar board. In addition a whiteboard to 
assist with the management of incidents has been made available.  
This has also been purchased by Police in our districts as a 
valuable tool.

A review of unit standard operating procedures (SOP) was 
undertaken during the year and we identified, along with Eastern 
and Central regions, a need to provide greater support for unit 
in this area. Nicola Hockley, Coastguard Canterbury was part of a 
working group that developed a plan for the development of SOP 
templates which will be available for units to customise for local 
conditions. I assisted with the conversion of a commercial SOP 
manual for Coastguard use. We have sought national support for 
the next steps in the process and await an outcome.
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Volunteer Training 

This year our major focus has been on the update of the 
Coastguard Certificate of Competency training matrix update. As 
training makes up a huge amount of volunteer time (38% of total 
volunteer hours this year) and is one of the keys to safety and 
service delivery, we knew it was important to communicate the 
changes. I wrote to all volunteers individually in September outlining 
the changes and what it means for them. Unit Training Officers met 
in October for a briefing on the updated training matrix.

The introduction of ‘Coastguard Instructors’ in units will allow the 
delivery of modules by the unit training teams and cut down the 
time it takes for volunteers to become operational. The ‘Regional 
Coastguard Instructors’ will provide mentoring and support 
and undertake the assessments to ensure the achievement of 
consistent standards. Over the next two years they will all complete 
the National Certificate in Adult Education level 4, unless they hold 
a higher educational qualification. 

I thank those volunteers who have stepped up to these roles, we so 
appreciate the extra time and effort you are making for your crew.

Coastguard Instructors

Alisdair Lean Kaikoura
Andy Tucker Queenstown
Darryl Pahl Bluff
Dave Gunter West Coast
Dave Johnson Waimakariri Ashley
Dene Madden Mackenzie Lakes
Erica Lister South Canterbury
Franco Horridge West Coast
Graeme Rees Canterbury
John MacPhail Kaikoura
John Thompson Sumner
Jonathan Walmisley Wanaka Lakes
Kim Chapman-Taylor Waimakariri Ashley
Lox Kellas Dunedin
Lynn Stuart Wanaka Lakes
Neil George Dunedin
Neville Winter Lake Brunner
Nick Sears Canterbury
Paddy Lewis Canterbury

Regional Instructors

Chris Astall Canterbury
Doug Griffin West Coast
Gordon McKay Canterbury Air Patrol
Heather McDonald Sumner
James Robinson Clyde
Jonathan Welsh Sumner
Nicola Hockley Canterbury
Rachel McKenzie Canterbury
Ranui Bull Riverton
Tony Smith Clyde

Congratulations also to the following volunteers who have achieved 
a Coastguard Certificate of Competence qualification during the 
year.  This represents many hundreds of hours of time and effort by 
volunteers.

David Williams Master Bluff
Simon McCarthy Operational Canterbury
Scott Parlane Operational Canterbury
Carolyn Tapley Operational Canterbury
Anji Thompson Operational Canterbury
Peter Wilson Operational Canterbury
Neil Berryman Senior Operational Canterbury
Patrick Lewis Master Canterbury
Colin Horsnell Master Clyde
John MacPhail Senior Master Kaikoura
Neville Winter Senior Operational Lake Brunner
Sam Stanley Operational McKenzie Lakes
Dene Madden Senior Operational McKenzie Lakes
Graham White Senior Operational McKenzie Lakes
Matthew Barnett Operational Queenstown
Shaun Williams Operational Queenstown
Chris Parish Operational South Canterbury
Cameron Lacey Operational Sumner
Ashley Rule Operational Sumner
David Ashby Operational Waimakariri-Ashley
Sam James Operational Waimakariri-Ashley
Andrew Robertson Operational Waimakariri-Ashley
Ben Tomes Operational Waimakariri-Ashley
Tim Tomes Operational Waimakariri-Ashley
Phillip Walker Operational Waimakariri-Ashley
Daniel Clark Senior Operational Waimakariri-Ashley
Logan Handy Senior Operational Waimakariri-Ashley
Philip Lloyd Operational Wanaka Lakes
Arne Gawn Senior Operational Wanaka Lakes
Alistair King Senior Operational Wanaka Lakes
Andrew Mackenzie Senior Operational Wanaka Lakes
Lynn Stuart Senior Operational  Wanaka Lakes
Jonathan Walmisley Senior Operational Wanaka Lakes
Dave Gunter Senior Operational West Coast
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TRAINING HOURS PER VOLUNTEER 2013-14

Search and rescue exercises were held in Dunedin, Kaikoura, 
Christchurch, Greymouth, Timaru, Wanaka and Southland during 
the year.  

NZSAR have developed a new incident management training 
package by contracting our own team of Chris Astall, Nicola 
Hockley and Rachel McKenzie. The MTIR (managing the initial 
response) course will be introduced shortly. Mark Whitehouse has 
represented Coastguard on the NZSAR working groups for this and 
the SAR Managers course development.

Search & Rescue Operations

Volunteers continue to respond to emergency and non-urgent 
assistance calls, putting their personal and work lives on hold 
to save lives. There was a 49% increase in the number of hours 
provided for this work by volunteers over the previous year. 489 
people were saved, rescued or assisted.
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OPERATIONS 2013-14

In December Graeme Hull, Coastguard Eastern Region Manager, 
visited and met with Canterbury based units to discuss the 
introduction of Coastguard Radio. It was agreed to pilot linking 
our local Channel 86 repeater into the national network to provide 
24/7 trip reporting, bar watch and other services from operators 
in our North Island centres. We are awaiting the result of a funding 
application for the cost of implementing this. This is in line with the 
national marine communications strategy which was developed 
during the year. Rob Carpenter, Coastguard Waimakariri-Ashley and I 
were on the working group for this strategy.  

Search & Rescue Partners

It was with regret that we learned in December of the resignation of 
Ryan O’Rourke from NZ Police in Canterbury to take up a civilian 
role with the Selwyn District Council. Ryan has been a great friend 
to Coastguard and been responsible for a much closer and more 
effective partnership between our organisations. He also generously 
gave time to judge our regional volunteer awards. We wish him well.

We are grateful for the cooperation and support of Police and 
Rescue Coordination Centre staff in operations and for exercises.  
The team approach has become much more part of our 
relationships and we value their support and guidance.  

Fundraising

The highlight of the year must be the hugely successful capital 
campaign for the new rescue vessel for Coastguard Bluff. The 
work of Dominique, Andy and the fundraising team headed by 
Jon Turnbull and Cam McCulloch was magnificent—raising $1.2 
million in twelve months. I think the comments by the CEO of the 
Community Trust of Southland, John Prendergast say it all: “…this 
is one of the best fundraising campaigns that I have ever seen. In my 
sixteen years in the job I’ve probably seen about 8,000 projects so I 
don’t say this without some degree of experience”. 

“…this is one of the best fundraising campaigns that 
I have ever seen. In my sixteen years in the job I’ve 

probably seen about 8,000 projects so I don’t say 
this without some degree of experience.”

CEO of the Community Trust of Southland, John Prendergast, talking about the Coastguard Bluff Fundraising Campaign
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OPERATING FUNDS RAISED FOR UNITS BY COASTGUARD SOUTHERN REGION

The region continues to provide fundraising support for unit in the 
form of grant applications for operational costs on their behalf 
when assistance is requested. This mainly consists of COGS and 
community trust applications.

In addition the region and Coastguard New Zealand have 
supported units to raise funds for capital projects such as buildings, 
vehicles and vessels. This does not include the funding raised 
locally by the units towards the projects.
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UNIT CAPITAL GRANTS 2012-14

Financial

We have a small operating surplus this year which has been 
generated by member subscriptions, donations, interest and other 
income. The board agreed in June to put some of the projected 
surplus into growing the Unit Development Fund as in previous 
years, this will be confirmed at their first meeting in the new financial 
year.

The Unit Development Fund, set up in August 2009, was created 
with the intention that a percentage of income from membership 
income would be added to the fund annually. When the fund has 
reached an optimum level the interest income from the fund would 
be able to be used to seed fund major projects including, but not 
limited to, vessels, building and vehicles. The board is responsible 
for decisions relating to the fund. The region has for the past few 
years increased the funding it deposits in the fund to a large part 

of any surplus generated. However at this rate it will be some 
time before the fund will be in a position to distribute income. I 
encourage units, volunteers and members to consider supporting 
the growth of this fund for the long term benefit of Coastguard 
operations in the region. The fund is currently $17,428.

This year the regions expenditure on operations decreased 
by 14%, mainly due to the change in staffing numbers when 
Dominique went to work for Coastguard New Zealand.  
Governance costs are up 54% due mainly to increased travel 
expenses as board members become more involved in unit 
support activities. Unit Support expenditure increased 41% due to 
the purchase with grant funds of the rescue vessel design and the 
special grant obtained for Coastguard West Coast for the stern leg 
repairs. Unit Training expenditure increased by 11%.
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COASTGUARD SOUTHERN REGION EXPENDITURE 

COASTGUARD SOUTHERN REGION INCOME
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CONCLUSION

Finally I want to pay tribute to the people who inspire me to come 
to work each day—you the volunteers of Coastguard. It’s such 
a pleasure to be able to meet with you and share experiences— 
learning how to do an emergency stop with the guys in 
Queenstown; discussing the future of a sponsorship arrangement 
with a funder; sharing the excitement of being a finalist in the 
Champion Canterbury Awards, or the joy of so many of our 
nominees being successful in the Coastguard Awards; the pride 
of the families of Chris, Nicola and Rachel seeing them receive 
an award at Parliament; the concern of a unit President for fellow 
volunteers searching for a friend...  

If you don’t know how awesome you are, then ask me next time 
we meet, ‘cos I’ve seen it and so do the people whose lives 
you’ve touched.

Thank you

Cheryl Moffat
Regional Manager

Mark Bolland
Volunteer, Coastguard West Coast
Hutchwilco Volunteer of the Year 2013
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